
Monthly Gold Outlook – June 2022 

International gold prices closed at $1,837 in May, 3% lower compared to April as the geopolitical premium 

from the Russia-Ukraine war continued to wane and the Federal Reserve’s monetary tightening gathered 

pace. Domestic prices were down 2%, closing the month at Rs 50,847 levels.  

The U.S Central bank - Federal Reserve hiked the benchmark interest rate by 50 bps in May to 0.75% to 

control rising inflation, which grew by 8.3% y/y in April. Although the inflation number is marginally lower 

compared to the 8.5% in March, it is still historically high and way above the Fed’s 2% average inflation 

target. To that effect, the market has priced in two more 50 bps hikes in the subsequent meetings, which 

is reflected in the weakness in gold prices. The Fed Fund Futures rate suggests a rate hike of more than 

200 bps by December 2022 in the next five meetings, which if materialized, will be a headwind for gold. 

Gold will also have to navigate the trimming of the Federal Reserves’ balance sheet by an anticipated 

trillion dollars, which is set to begin in June, as this puts upward pressure on interest rates.   

The FOMC’s primary concern is controlling inflation and at the same time supporting the job market to 

check unemployment. While the employment rate currently is robust, excessive inflation is playing a 

spoilsport which may hurt the economy going forward. Rising inflation reflects the price surge in key 

commodities such as Brent oil, which is hovering around $120/bl, up 58% YTD. Food prices have also shot 

up leading to inflation as evidenced by the CRB Food Index which is up by 20% YTD. Overall, the CRB 

commodity index surged 9% since the start of this year.  

The Fed’s aggressive stance to curb inflation has put upward pressure on the US Dollar. The dollar index 

(DXY), which is the dollar currency index measured against a basket of leading currencies, strengthened 

to 105 during the month, the highest level since 2002. Given the fact that historically, gold has negatively 

correlated with the US dollar, gold prices came under pressure, temporarily falling below the key level of 

$1,800.  

Additionally, the yield on US 10Y TIPS, which are inflation-indexed bonds that factor in the expected 

nominal yield and average inflation over the next 10 years, has also turned positive for the first time in 

two years, indicating positive inflation adjusted returns for the investors. This has further acted as a 

headwind for the gold prices as investors take money out of the non-yielding asset to lock in positive real 

returns.  

However, there was a reversal in the above trend by the end of May as fears of a recession overtook 

concerns about rising inflation. The DXY retreated to 101, US TIPS yield declined to 0.11 from a two year 

high of 0.34. This made gold more appealing to the investors taking the price to a high of $1,870 from the 

low of $1,787 during mid-May. The recent volatility in equities is also increasing the lure of gold from a 

portfolio context.  

Looking at the domestic gold prices, gold has given a return of 6% YTD compared to Sensex which is YTD 

negative by 5%. The positive return on gold in the domestic market is also a result of the Indian Rupee 

(INR) depreciation against the US dollar. INR has depreciated by around 4% YTD. This puts gold in a sweet 

spot. 

 



Going forward, gold looks better placed fundamentally given the fact that sustained supply shock inflation 

will act as a tailwind to gold prices. Moreover, as widely anticipated, a “policy mistake” by the Fed, where 

the central bank fails to achieve a soft landing with the gradual tapering program, will hurt the economic 

growth. To that effect, there have been GDP growth forecast cuts by financial institutions. Goldman Sachs 

Group has lowered the US GDP growth forecast to 2.4% from the earlier 2.6% in 2022, and 1.6% from the 

projected 2.2% in 2023. JP Morgan has also cut its forecast for the H2.22 to 2.4% from 3%. Continued high 

inflation, given much of it is aided by supply side pressures, along with slowing economic growth may 

result in a stagflation-like scenario. This bodes well for gold prices.   

Additionally, any escalation in the Russia-Ukraine war will reignite risk aversion, creating demand for the 

yellow metal. On the contrary, even if the situation eases on the war front, the negative impact of the 

imposed sanctions on the economy will keep commodity prices elevated and abate growth in the medium 

term until countries adjust to the new normal. This uncertainty is reflected in the gold price as the YTD 

return on gold is still marginally positive compared to other asset classes such as equities and bonds, 

which have generated negative returns.  

The prices may continue to remain rangebound for the next few months as investors gauge the impact of 

policy on economic growth. Moreover, if inflation persists or becomes entrenched, we can see a repricing 

of inflation expectations going forward which could again bring down yields on the TIPS, giving gold a 

push. Also, with the RBI again expected to increase rates in June and beyond, volatility in stock and debt 

markets will persist. Therefore, allocating some part of the portfolio to gold can help investors tide 

through the macroeconomic and geopolitical uncertainties.  

Disclaimer, Statutory Details & Risk Factors: 

The views expressed here in this article / video are for general information and reading purpose only and do not 

constitute any guidelines and recommendations on any course of action to be followed by the reader. Quantum 

AMC / Quantum Mutual Fund is not guaranteeing / offering / communicating any indicative yield on investments 

made in the scheme(s). The views are not meant to serve as a professional guide / investment advice / intended to 

be an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial product or instrument or mutual fund units for 

the reader. The article has been prepared on the basis of publicly available information, internally developed data 

and other sources believed to be reliable. Whilst no action has been solicited based upon the information provided 

herein, due care has been taken to ensure that the facts are accurate and views given are fair and reasonable as on 

date. Readers of this article should rely on information/data arising out of their own investigations and advised to 

seek independent professional advice and arrive at an informed decision before making any investments.  

 

Risk Factors: Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents 

carefully. 

 


